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this is a sort of italian sounding opera, but it's neither classical, nor what i would think an opera is. the music is more akin to a jazz/rock type in general, with one of the vocalists giving a sort of spoken word narrative over the
top. while it's a nice enough listen, it comes off more like a bad idea than a decent one. they only really "play" on the last song, which only contains part of the band. the lp is a double album, but the second cd was only released
in countries other than the us. it contains another album, hour for hour: the album with new orchestra and friends, which contains almost no vocals. it's a good mix of classical and experimental music with a nice jazz component,
but again it is mostly instrumental. it's a nice release, and i wouldn't mind listening to it all again. okay, so they paid tony a lot of money for her to re-sing the syllables on this album, but its a terrible idea. she sounds like a bad
rapper, and her singing is painfully poor. i wonder if they gave her the source music (the actual opera) or if it was just a "to the beat" sort of thing. i cannot be bothered listening to another minute of it. the album title is a
reference to the name of no limit's in-house correctional facility, "the last don" (in spanish, por si te he olvidado: "himself" would be singular). it serves as a fitting metaphor for the life he led before the death of tupac, the rapper
who had been a major part of the group since it formed in 1992. much of the credit for master p's success in the 1990s can be attributed to the fact that he was one of the most successful rappers on the planet, not counting his
dedication to multi-million dollar bankrolls. he was, arguably, the first artist to cross over into the white audience and, to this day, his name still generates a sense of excitement. in a career where most artists' lives come down to
one hit, master p had many, including but not limited to: the no limit saga which featured the release of 9 platinum albums from 1994-1996; "i think i love you," a collaboration with t-pain; the release of 1999's "this is bigger
than hip hop," which received the mtv video music award for best rap video; "get back up," which reached #5 on the billboard hot 100 and set a record for the most plays on rhythmic contemporary radio; and the single "what
you know." between 1993 and 2003 alone, the song jumped from approximately 117 plays per day to more than 1,200 -- the biggest single-song leap in history. he had time to roam, too. he had a couple of hit singles under the
golden age of rap from 1994-2000 -- "gimme dat world" and "i'm bout that sh--" -- and helped smooth the path for many up-and-coming artists, like t-pain and birdman. and for all the success, master p still had time to give back
to the game. he has dropped countless guest verses -- "i think i love you" if you ask me -- and has always been an advocate for diversity in the genre. in fact, he worked to get the no limits video game developed and produced.
speaking from experience, it's not an easy job to get game developers to put in the effort to create something exclusive. master p's love for the art form was evident, especially when he offered fellow rappers up (like, you know,
jay-z, eminem, and nas) to give voice to "the last don." with all the things he achieved in his career, though, master p's real legacy is his appetite to learn, his wit, and his fiery personality. so now that he is stepping away from
the business, he can focus on a new project -- "the last don 2: the manifesto." for more on the no limit story, go to ahh.com.
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the big news at the performance was that the show was actually performed by a male/female duo, with each member of the show’s creative team, tony award-winning director michael mayer and tony-nominated choreographer
christopher wheeldon, serving as the show’s masters of ceremonies. at the top of the show, at the very beginning of the first song, each member of the show’s creative team wished everybody a ‘happy new year’ and wished

each other the same. to make matters even more confusing, the official cast recording also featured the show’s male vocalists, including a soprano, a baritone, and a bass, alongside the female vocalists. all of these claims were
laid to rest at the end of the show, when wheeldon walked out and threw down a clear plastic figurine, to which the audience erupted in applause. wheeldon then said that the performance was not by a duo at all, but rather a

group, with all male vocalists singing a cappella the story of lucky guy is that of an ensemble, one that goes with the title. there’s no shortage of talent, ranging from the show’s director and choreographer, michael bennett, who
won the tony for best choreography for jekyll & hyde, to jason frankel, who brings a strong comedic bent to his role as the mafia’s accountant, “twizz”. and at the heart of it all is the lead character, jimmy costello, who’s played

by jesse tyler ferguson, the alumnus of the hit tv sitcom modern family. like many ensemble shows, it’s the ensemble that make lucky guy so special. the show opens with a montage of jimmy’s life: the paths he’s taken, the
friends he made, and the jobs he’s held, ending with a dramatic showdown between jimmy and the mob. it’s a great introduction to the show, and an indication of just how much the ensemble brings to the table. and, as you’ll

see throughout the show, there are plenty of ways in which jimmy is different from his class mates. he’s a smart guy with a great sense of humor, he’s a warm guy, he’s a lawyer, and he’s a cool guy. 5ec8ef588b
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